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The PGA Masters golf
tournament in Augustus
is not the only club to give

out a blazers to its newest
members. On May 6, 2007,
Yankees’ leftfielder and Japanese
baseball star, Hideki Matsui
earned his induction to the
esteemed Meikyukai Japanese
Baseball Hall of Fame, more
commonly known as the “Golden
Players Club.”  Upon being
admitted, inductees are
congratulated with a special
jacket symbolizing their
achievement.

Founded in 1978, The Golden
Players Club has now grown to
52 total players in 2007.  Since it
was established, the Golden
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Players Club has aimed to
promote the sport of
baseball and give back to
society, mainly to the
Japanese youth.  Members
take part in many events
year round, such as a
charity golf tournament,
autograph sessions and
exhibition baseball games.
The Golden Players Club
also organizes youth
baseball classes which are
held throughout the year.
These unique classes
feature at least one
Meikyukai member and
help to develop and teach
baseball skills to the youth
and their parents.

To become a member Japanese
baseball players must meet
certain credentials and statistical
achievements over their career
(see chart on page 2).  Primarily,
Meikyukai is open only to past
or present Japanese baseball
players born during the Showa
Era, from 1926 to 1988.  Players
which meet this qualification

earn admission two ways:
pitching and hitting. Pitchers
reaching the statistical mark of at
least 200 wins or 250 saves, and
hitters by accumulating at least
2,000 hits over a career.  Since
the Japanese baseball season is
shorter than MLB, these statistics
are equivalent to about 300 wins
and 3,000 hits in a MLB career.
Being inducted to the Golden
See Matsui on Page 2

Hideki Matsui is a Hall-of-Famer
courtesy of mlb.com
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Players Club has become one of
the highest honors in Japanese
Professional baseball.

Hideki Matsui’s 2,000th hit came
when he doubled to left field in
the 6th inning against Seattle
Mariners’ relief pitcher Chris
Reitsma.  In attendance at Yankee
stadium was the legendary
Japanese pitcher and current
chief executive of The Golden
Players Club, Masaichi Kaneda.
After the game, Kaneda
congratulated Matsui by
inaugurating him into the club
with the jacket.  Coincidently, a
third Meikyukai member was
present at Yankee stadium,
Seattle outfielder Ichiro Suzuki,
who earned admission back in
2004.  In 2007, Matsui is the third
player to earn admission to the
Golden Players Club, joining
Yukio Tanaka and Tomonori
Maeda. As Japanese baseball
players coming over to the
United States becomes more and
more common, we can expect
more Japanese MLB players to
join Ichiro and Matsui in the
Golden Players Club and be

Remembering
Japanese Baseball:

An Oral History
of the Game

by Robert K. Fitts

forever honored as one of the
greatest Professional Japanese
baseball players.

Batters
Katsuo Ohsugi – 1981
Koji Akiyama - 2000
Takuro Ishii - 2006
Yasunori Oshima - 1990
Sachio Kinugasa - 1983
Isao Shibata - 1980
Kazuyoshi Tatsunami - 2003
Shigeo Nagashima - 1971
Isao Harimoto  - 1972
Taira Fujita - 1983
Makoto Matsubara - 1980
Kazuhiro Yamauchi - 1967
Tsutomu Wakamatsu - 1985
Hiromasa Arai - 1992
Shinichi Etoh - 1975
Eiji Kato - 1987
Kazuhiro Kiyohara - 2004
Ichiro Suzuki - 2004
Yukio Tanaka - 2007
Katsuya Nomura - 1970
Yoshinori Hirose - 1972
Atsuya Furuta - 2005
Kenichi Yazawa - 1985
Hiroyuki Yamazaki - 1983
Michiyo Aritoh - 1985
Oh Sadaharu - 1974

Pitchers
Mutsuo Minagawa - 1968
Minoru Murayama - 1970
Takao Kajimoto - 1967
Kazuhisa Inao - 1962
Kimiyasu Kudoh - 2004
Keiji Suzuki - 1977
Masaji Hiramatsu - 1983
Hisashi Yamada - 1982
Masaichi Kaneda - 1958
Masaaki Koyama - 1964
Shingo Takatsu - 2003
Tsuneo Horiuchi - 1980
Tetsuya Yoneda - 1966
Manabu Kitabeppu - 1992
Kazuhiro Sasaki - 2003
Osamu Higashio - 1984
Chohji Murata - 1989

Golden Players Club Members
(PLAYERS IN BOLD ARE INITIAL 1978 MEMBERS)

Hiromitsu Kadota - 1987
Norihiro Komada - 2000
Morimichi Takagi - 1978
Masahiro Doi - 1977
Kenjiro Nomura - 2005
Yutaka Fukumoto - 1983
Hideki Matsui – 2007
Tomonori Maeda - 2007
Koji Yamamoto - 1984
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A’s and Red Sox Kick Off Season in Japan
By: Deana M. Lycos

Major LMajor LMajor LMajor LMajor League Baseball Openereague Baseball Openereague Baseball Openereague Baseball Openereague Baseball Opener

Editor’s Note: At press time, the
results of the A’s/Red Sox opening
series in Japan were available.
In the first game on March 25,
Boston’s Brandon Moss
belted a solo homer in
the ninth inning to
force extra innings,
and then Manny
Ramirez ripped a
game-winning two-run double in
the 10th to give the Red Sox a 6-
5 victory. Daisuke Matsuzaka
struggled with his control early,
tossing 60 pitches over the first
two frames, before settling down
to notch six strikeouts. Another
Japanese player, Hideki
Okajima, thrilled his fans by
earning the win. In fact, he
earned the distinction of
being the first Japanese
pitcher to win a Major
League game played in
Japan.

In game two on
March 26, the A’s
evened the series with
a 5-1 victory. Rich Harden turned
in a six-inning gem, allowing just
one run on three hits while
recording nine strikeouts. Chris
Denorfia hit an RBI single in the
second, and Emil Brown
launched a three-run homer in
the third. Manny Ramirez drilled
a solo home run to left field in
the sixth inning, but that was the
only offense the Red Sox could
muster.

The 2008 Major League
Baseball season is playing
its first game in Japan this

year. The 2007 World Series
Champions, the Boston Red Sox,
will face-off against their fellow
American Leaguers from the

West Coast, the

Oakland A’s, in a two-game
series at Japan’s Tokyo Dome on
March 25 and 26.

Set your alarm clocks early,
because the first game starts at
6:07 a.m. Eastern Standard Time.
Also, The Red Sox will be
warming up for their season by
playing Hashin Tigers (March
22) and the Yomiuri Giants
(March 23) at the Tokyo Dome.

The A’s/Red Sox series will be
the third in MLB history to start
of a regular season in Japan. The

Chicago Cubs and New York
Mets were the first to do so in
2000, and the New York Yankees
v. the Tampa Bay Devil Rays
followed in 2004. Although the
A’s are taking their first trip to
play in the West the team was

scheduled to start the 2003
season in Japan versus the
Seattle Mariners. This
2003 trip was cancelled
because of the looming
War in Iraq.

One can speculate that a
main draw to having the
Red Sox play in the
series is not only the
fact that they are the
reigning World Series
Champs, but the fact
that they have
pitchers Daisuke
Matsuzaka and

Hideki Okajima. Both
pitchers have

played, and faired
quite well in
Japan. It is
expected that

Matsuzaka and Okajima will
draw attention to the series much
like Hideki Matsui did for the
Yankees/Devil Rays series in
2004.

On a personal note, Matsuzaka
is looking forward to his MLB
homecoming because his wife,
Tomoyo Shibata, is expecting
their second child around the
same time. The couple already
has a daughter, Niko.

Hideki Okajima
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Taiwan has history of dominance,
controversy at Little League World Series

The Taiwanese Little
League Baseball teams
won 17 of 19

championship games from 1969-
1996, which is a remarkable 89.5
percent winning percentage in
the Little League World Series.
In fact, they were so dominant
that they out-scored their
opponents 167-20 in those
games.  The teams were located
all over Taiwan, creating a well-
balanced wealth of talent.  Teams
from Taipei (1969), Tainan
(1971), Taipei (1972), Tainan
City (1973), Koahsiung (1974,
1977), Pingtung (1978), Hsien
(1979), Hua-Lien (1980),
Taichung (1981), Hsien (runner
up 1982), Tainan Park (1986),
Hua-Lien (1987), Taichung
(1988), Koahsiung (runner up in
1989), Tainan County (1990),
Taichung (1991), Tainan (1995),
and Koahsiung (1996) were all
in the 19 trips to the
championship games.

However, the Taiwanese
government has been involved in
some scandalous allegations.
The Taiwanese Little League
teams have been accused of using
players that do not coincide with
the established age limits. The
accusation is the teams used false
information, such as assumed
birth certificates, to illegally
allow players to play in Little
League Baseball. This is a very
serious problem because it hurt

the reputation of the Taiwanese
government and it also took away
from the accomplishments that
the teams achieved if the titles
were not legitimately won.

Another claim is that the players
on the Taiwan teams were being
pooled from an area larger than
Little League Baseball allowed.
Taiwan left Little League
Baseball in 1997 after the
Chinese Taipei Baseball
Association decided it would not
be able to pool its players from
schools with 1,000 students or
fewer. The demand came from
Little League Baseball findings
that teams were using players up
to 700 miles away from each
other, which was not allowed.

The dishonestly has led Little
League Baseball to mandate that
managers keep more detailed
paperwork during the Little
League World Series. As the
world gets smaller and baseball
becomes a more of a global sport,
Little League Baseball will have
to accommodate for the
inconsistencies through out the
world.

In 1992, Long Beach was
declared a 6-0 winner after the
international tournament
committee determined that
Zamboanga City had used
ineligible players that were either
not from within its city limits,

overage or both. No teams from
Taiwan (now required to compete
as “Chinese Taipei”) participated
after the 1996 tournament until
the 2003 tournament, after the
Chinese Taipei Baseball
Association decided its leagues
would no longer charter with
Little League, claiming an
inability to comply with rules
enacted in 1992 regarding the
maximum size of player pools,
number of participating teams in
leagues based at schools and
residency requirements. Little
League Baseball had stated they
would enforce these rules more
strictly, especially after the 1992
incident. The 2008 Little League
World Series will be held from
August 15-24 in Williamsport,
Pennsylvania.

Taiwan 17
Japan 6

California 5
Connecticut 4
New Jersey 4

Pennsylvania 4
Mexico 3
Georgia 3

New York 2
South Korea 2

Texas 2
Alabama, Hawaii, Kentucky,

Michigan, Netherlands,
Antilles, New Mexico,

Venezuela, Washington, 1

Wins by country, region,
or state in the Little
League World Series

By: Nick Courtemanche
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The New York Yankees are
known for being a prominent
team in America, but now they

are making their presence known in
a country where baseball does not
come first. On January 1, 2007, after
months of negotiations, the Yankees
agreed to a strategic alliance between
their organization and the Chinese
Baseball Association. The Yankees
are the first team in Major League
Baseball to reach out to China for
talent. As part of the deal, the Yankees
will send trainers and coaches to
China for instruction. The Chinese
players will also be able to use the
Yankees’ facilities in Tampa Bay. The
Yankees’ goal is to bring their brand
to the most populated nation in the
world.

The Yankees are looking, through this
agreement, to establish a long term
relationship with China. Through this
relationship, they feel they will find
a gold mine of future talent from an
up-and-coming market in the fastest
growing economy in the world. With
the agreement, the Yankees have
already taken advantage of being in
China by setting up a sponsorship
deal with the Yili Group, China’s
largest dairy company. The Yankees
are the only team in baseball that has
reached out to this market, and the
franchise has a huge advantage with
player signings. The Yankees have

signed two players out of China who
have been assigned to the Yankees
minor league system.

On June 18, 2007, the Yankees signed
Liu Kai and Zhang Zhenwang, the
first ever Chinese-born baseball
players to accept a Major League
Baseball contract. Currently, both
players are in the minor leagues and
have no timetable to when they would
possibly be called up to the Major
Leagues. However, the Yankees
remain optimistic. The signing of
these two players has created a buzz
in China that hasn’t been seen since
Yao Ming joined the NBA.

Liu Kai is a 19-year-old left-handed
pitcher from the Guangdong
Province. Liu pitched in the
Guangdong Province in China’s six-
team league. His best pitch is his
fastball which tops out at 84 mph.
Zhang Zhenwang is a 19-year-old
from Tianjin, China. He is a catcher
known for his defensive abilities. He
has played professionally for the
Tianjin Lions, and has helped them
win three titles in the past five years.
Zhang was also selected and played
for the Chinese baseball team in the
World Baseball Classic.

Even if these players never make it
to the Major Leagues, they are a
testament to where the game is
heading - overseas. These players are

helping to build the game in China
and to build a strong relationship with
China. The Seattle Mariners also
signed two Chinese-born players as
well, but the Yankees still have
special relations set up with Chinese
Baseball and are aiding the growth
of the game there. The signings help
raise the awareness of interest of
American sport in foreign countries.
Liu Kai has been quoted as saying:
“I’m both excited and fearful,” which
shows how big a transition it is to
come to America to play this game.
Just joining a Minor League affiliate
has its advantages. He moves from
moldy stadiums that sat 400 people
for the national championship to a
Minor League stadium in America
that has all the modern amenities and
a higher seating capacity.

The Yankees are clearly a team that
can spend money and buy players, but
now they are a team that is nurturing
their farm system and looking to
foreign markets. The Yankees’ ace
starter, Ching Ming Wang, is
originally from Taiwan. Kei Igawa,
another Yankees pitcher, is from
Japan. The Yankees realize that the
future of baseball is outside of
America. By creating a strong
working relationship with the
Chinese Baseball Association, they
have taken a huge step forward in
advancing Major League Baseball’s
international ties.

NY Yankees Deal With China in Full Swing
By: Andrew Trager
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